About ABB
ABB is one of the world’s leading power and automation companies. We provide energy-efficiency and productivity solutions to industrial and utility customers and our technologies can be found across the globe. In Singapore, ABB employs 1200 people across 4 locations island-wide. Since 1971, it has been contributing to Singapore’s development and growth with leading-edge innovations that contribute to a more sustainable future.

ABB Singapore is looking for recent engineering graduates to join its Graduate Engineer Program.

Graduate Engineers Opportunity :

Graduates will be rotated during the course of the 18 months program, across ABB’s businesses and divisions. The job assignment rotation every 6 months provides graduates with all the coaching and development needed to accelerate the functional and leadership competencies and skills for onward progression. This high profile program will also provide excellent learning opportunities such as leadership and mentoring programs, technical and product training, industry site experience and training with leading-edge technologies.

Graduates will have to demonstrate personal leadership, teamwork and collaboration abilities, with a high level of initiative, self-confidence, and display future leader aspirations. His/her passion for an engineering career and professional personality to delivering of excellent customer service will also be evaluated. Given the nature of this program individuals must be willing and able to travel/ relocate as required.

Graduates will be joining a dynamic and challenging engineering environment, where you will obtain an understanding of engineering activities and be exposed to ABB’s top management. If you meet the above expectations and are excited about the prospect of joining a progressive global organization.

For more information, please visit our career website www.abb.com.sg/careers